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Sarah discovers
tooth ache 

Scans NP 
packet into PDF,
into Dentrix

Touchpoint

User - Sarah 

Front O�ce Sta�

Assistant

Dental Hygenist

Doctor

Key 

Diamond Ridge Dental 
New Patient Service Blueprint Pre-appointment     Scheduling out 4 - 8 weeks 

Dentrix System

Interactions

Sarah receives
a call from Jill
to set up appt.

Appointment
is made for Sarah

Calls Diamond
Dental Ridge 

Visits website
for more info

Hears about 
DRD from 
co-workers

Sarah arrives
and parks car

Gives paperwork
to front desk

Reviews chart
1 day before appt

Preps exam
room for patient

Reviews chart
1 day before appt

Gets co�ee
in waiting room Sits and waits

Greets new
patient

Gives Sarah 
e-sign form for
HIPPA/health info

Notifies assistant
on patient arrival

Reviews schedule
for the day & NP
paperwork 

Sandi takes
Sarah to the 
exam room

Listens to 
assistant on
overview

Verbal overview
of appointment

Takes blood 
pressure,
records results

Gives Sarah lead
apron for PANO, 
records results

Reviews “YES”
answers in Hx

Asks Sarah if
she would like 
to modify smile

Blood pressure
is being taken 

Sarah is 
instructed for
PANO exam 

Discusses 
options on smile
modification  

X-Ray Procedures                        15 - 20 minutes, if neededNew Patient Arrival       10 -15 minutes

Delivers an appt
reminder call

Sarah receives
a reminder call
 

Reviews chart
1 day before appt

Briefs doctor 
on Sarahs report
& PANO x-ray

Reviews Sarahs
chart and results
with assistant

Takes new patient
bite wings x-rays

Sarah’s bite wing
x-rays are being
taken 

Instructs assistant 
on number of
x-rays to take

Instructs hygenist 
she is ready

Room preparation
tools, etc 

Charts existing 
restorations on 
teeth 

Takes IOC photos
Discusses 
services o�ered

Informed about
services o�ered 

Greeted by 
hygenist, begins
physical exam

Reviews BWX
-bone level
- subgingival tartar 

Greets Sarah 
in exam room 

Perio Charting     10 minutes Payment Plan    10 - 15 minutes

Returns to
front o�ce

Makes treatment 
appointment 

Takes Sarah 
to front o�ce  

Explains
treatment plan

Schedules
treatment appt.

Runs Sarah’s 
insurance

Pays for service, 
(not covered by 
insurance)

Leaves 
Diamond Ridge
Dental o�ce

Sarah listens
to the treatment
plan 

Conducts PC Records PC 
results

Discusses report
with assistant

Discusses report
with assistant  

Assistant helps
with PC 

Greeted by 
hygenist, begins
physical exam

Scans NP forms
with updated 
info into system

Enters notes, 
updates history, 
and confirm codes

Greeted by 
Doctor

Enters exam 
room and greets
Sarah

Examines 
Sarah’s teeth 

Generates 
treatment plan
with Sarah

Discusses 
treatment plan 
with Doctor

Listening to 
treatment plan
for Sarah 

Sarah’s teeth
are examined
by Doctor

Enters plan, notes
(incl. Invisalign, 
sleep test, etc.) 

E-signs HIPPA/
health forms

Enters paperwork
into system

Sarah  gets her
teeth cleaned

Hygenist cleans
Sarah’s teeth 

Enters paperwork
into system

Appointment Preparation    1 day before

Pain Point
Enters all x-rays &
informs Doctor 

Prophylaxis Procedure    20 - 30 min

[ 30 + minutes ]

New Patient Examination     30 minutesNew Patient Examination      10 -15 minutes

Fills out paperwork 
in waiting room NO

Nathan Lucy
Paige Roche

Assistant explains
tx. plan to Sandi
in front of pt.

New patient
paperwork
complications  

Limited operating 
rooms available if 
delays have occured 

Assistants have 
di�culty when 
treatment plan 
isn’t given in a 
predictable order 

Most of the
time hygenist
is with another
patient; wait
time increased 

It can be di�cult
to know if new
patients need
x-rays taken, 
other dental
o�ces can be
uncooperative 
in providing and
tranferring care 

Billing/insurance is
discussed before 
examination

Sandi takes
Sarah to the 
exam room


